18th Annual

Midwest Primate Interest Group
Conference
October 21-22, 2022
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

Welcome to the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor!
On behalf of the MPIG executive committee and organizing committee, we
are pleased to welcome you to the 2022 MPIG conference hosted by the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. The organizers wish to thank the
Departments of Anthropology, Psychology, and Ecology & Evolutionary
Biology for their generous support of this event.
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Schedule of Events
Friday Oct 21, 2022
Registration

5:00 - 6:00 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Welcome by MPIG Organizing Committee

6:00 - 6:15 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Remembrance of Distinguished Primatologist Awardee Steve
Ross. Presented by Mollie Bloomsmith, Elizabeth Lonsdorf,
and John Mitani.

6:15 - 7:00 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Social hour

7:00 – 8:00 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor
Saturday Oct 22, 2022

Breakfast, registration, and poster set-up

8:00 - 8:45 am
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Opening Remarks - Dr. Katherine Amato

8:45 - 9:00 am
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Podium Session 1

9:00 - 10:15 am
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Break

10:15 - 10:30 am

Podium Session 2

10:30 - 12:00 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Lunch (on your own)

12:00 - 1:15 pm

Podium Session 3

1:15 - 2:45 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Break

2:45 - 3:15 pm

Podium Session 4

3:15 - 4:30 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Poster Session

4:30 - 6:00 pm
Weiser Hall, 10th floor

Evening reception

6:30 - 8:30 pm
Biological Sciences Building,
West Atrium
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Covid Policy
Due to the ongoing COVID pandemic, the MPIG Conference will follow the U-M Campus
Policies and Guidelines, available here (https://healthresponse.umich.edu/policies-guidance/).
●

●

Masks are optional for all non-patient care indoor spaces on the University of Michigan
campuses. Face coverings are required on the Ann Arbor campus in patient care areas
and at U-M Covid-19 testing sites.
The university requires all U-M students, faculty and staff on the Ann Arbor (including
Michigan Medicine), Dearborn and Flint campuses to be vaccinated and boosted against
COVID-19.

In addition to these policies, MPIG encourages individuals to test before traveling and to stay
home if they are experiencing any cold or flu-like symptoms.

Travel Information: lodging, parking & directions
Maps
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This year’s conference will be held in Weiser Hall (WEIS) and in the Biological Sciences
Building (BSB) on the University of Michigan central campus. See map for locations.

Parking
Visitor parking is available in the Palmer parking structure just north of the Biological Sciences
Building. Palmer visitor parking is located at 200 Palmer Dr., Ann Arbor Michigan 48109-2218.
Rate: $2 per hour
From the Palmer Structure, take the south elevator to the plaza level (P), exit to the right, and
head south - past the biological sciences building and across the street - to Weiser Hall.
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There is metered parking on Church Street, adjacent to Weiser Hall. There is a 2-hour limit and
parking is strictly enforced between 8-6pm in Ann Arbor Monday - Saturday. Rate: $1.60 per
hour
Alternative parking options
The City of Ann Arbor has parking structures throughout the city. The closest to the Weiser Hall
is the Forest Street structure. Ann Arbor Parking

Transportation
To and from the DTW airport (roughly 35 minute drive)
● MichiganFlyer bus: often the easiest and cheapest option that runs directly from the
airport to Ann Arbor during much of the day. Purchase your ticket and reserve your seat
ahead of time. Starting from $15 each way, but check the website for updated fares.
Reduced fares available for seniors, youth and people with disabilities. 734.707.7AIR
(7247)
● Rideshare services Uber and Lyft operate from the Detroit Airport
● NightRide 734.528.5432
Bus transportation
The University buses (blue) are free for all to ride. These buses run frequently between the
three campuses (South, Central, and North).
Campus is also easily reached using AATA “The Ride” buses #4B, 23, and 81, which stop
nearby at the Central Campus Transit Center, just North of Weiser Hall. Visit theride.org for
more information.

Lodging in Ann Arbor
Budget Hotel Option
University Inn : free parking, 12-minute bus ride or 40-minute walk to conference venue
$79/night (MPIG rate will be held until September 21)
To reserve a room in this block, call 734-971-8000 or email UniversityInn@beztak.com
Non-Budget Option:
Ross Executive Learning and Conference Center, located in UMich’s Ross School of
Business (parking $28.80/night, 7-minute walk to conference venue)
$167/night (MPIG rate will be held until October 1)
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To reserve a room in this block, use this link:
https://bookings.travelclick.com/76008?groupID=3625371&hotelID=76008#/guestsandro
oms
There are many choices for accommodation in Ann Arbor. Please check the arborweb.com.
Please note: some venues may be full.
Hotels within walking distance of the symposium:
The Inn at the Michigan League
The Bell Tower Hotel
The Graduate Ann Arbor
The Executive Residence
Residence Inn Ann Arbor Downtown
Near campus:
Fairfield Inn Ann Arbor by Marriott
Holiday Inn Ann Arbor Hotel
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Dining Options
There are many food options within walking distance from Weiser Hall. Here are some options and recommendations, but it is not
an exhaustive list. Our local favorites are indicated with an * next to the restaurant name.
Restaurant

Address

Type of food

Distance

Price

Oasis Grill

1201 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Mediterranean wraps, salads & mains

2 min

$

Good Time Charley's

1140 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Casual indoor-outdoor canteen

2 min

$

Jimmy John's

1207 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

sub & club sandwiches,

3 min

$

Brown Jug Restaurant

1204 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Pub - serving Greek food

3 min

$

Pancheros Mexican Grill*

1208 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Mexican food

3 min

$

Pizza House*

618 Church St, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Pizzeria with a roomy, laid-back dining
room

3 min

$$

Joe's Pizza NYC*

1107 S University Ave Suite B, Ann Arbor, MI
48104

Pizza restaurant

4 min

$

One Bowl Asian Cuisine

1220 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Pan-Asian cafe offering noodle soups,
from pho to ramen, plus curries &
Korean chow in casual digs

5 min

$$

Kang's Korean Restaurant*

1327 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

homestyle Korean food

5 min

$

Sadako Japanese
Restaurant*

1321 S University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Sushi, sashimi, rolls & bento box lunch
specials

5 min

$$
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Hola Seul

715 N University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Korean-Mexican fusion

7 min

$

Panera Bread

777 N University Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Bakery/cafe chain serving
sandwiches, salads, soups

7 min

$$

Red Hawk Bar & Grill*

316 S State St, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Casual dining, microbrews & cocktails

8 min

$$

Noodles and Company

320 S State St, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Counter-serve chain offering
international noodle & pasta dishes

8 min

$

Madras Masala
Restaurant*

328 Maynard St, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

South Indian & Indo-Chinese
restaurant

9 min

$$

Sava's

216 S State St, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Contemporary bi-level eatery

9 min

$$
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Podium Schedule: Saturday 22-Oct
All talks and posters will be in Weiser Hall, 10th floor, 500 Church Street, Ann Arbor, MI

Podium Session 1. 8:45 - 10:15am
8:45-9:00am

Opening Remarks - Katie Amato
1. Sex differences in semi-free ranging chimpanzees: insights into evolution of
chimpanzee social behavior

9:00-9:15am

Margaret A. H. Bryer1, Paige Barnes1, Kris H. Sabbi2, Joshua Rukundo3, Zarin P.
Machanda2 and Alexandra G. Rosati1,4
1

Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
Department of Anthropology, Tufts University, Medford, MA
3
Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary, Uganda
4
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
2

2. Effects of height in the canopy on gait mechanics in wild lemurs

9:15 - 9:30am

Nicole M. Schapker1,2,*, Ammon Hottensmith1, Judith Janisch1, Lydia C. Myers 3,
Liza J. Shapiro3, Jesse W. LYoung1,2
1

Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Northeast Ohio Medical University
School of Biomedical Sciences, Kent State University
3
Department of Anthropology, University of Texas at Austin
2

3. Gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) may give without getting: prosocial behavior in gorillas
using a touchscreen

9:30 - 9:45am

Jennifer Vonk
Department of Psychology, Oakland University, Rochester MI, 48309
4. On a scale of 1 to 5: Constructing a qualitative behavioral assessment (QBA) for use
with western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla)

9:45 - 10:00am

Kylen Gartland1, Emily Bovee1, Grace Fuller1
1

Center for Zoo and Aquarium Animal Welfare and Ethics, Detroit Zoological
Society, Royal Oak, MI, USA, 48067
5. Effect of urbanization on zoonotic gastrointestinal parasite prevalence in endemic
toque macaque (Macaca sinica) from different climatic zones in Sri Lanka
Shehani U. Fernando1,3, Preethi V. Udagama1, Saminda P. Fernando2, *

10:00-10:15am

1

Department of Zoology and Environment Sciences, Faculty of Science, University
of Colombo, Colombo 03, Sri Lanka
2
Department of Zoology, Faculty of Natural Sciences, The Open University of Sri
Lanka, Nawala, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka
3
Present Address: Department of Biological Sciences, Galvin Life Sciences,
University of Notre Dame IN, 46556
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10:15-10:30am COFFEE BREAK
Podium Session 2. 10:30 - 12:00pm
6. Genetic analyses confirm the presence of Cebuella niveiventris in Bolivia
Leila M. Porter1,*, Stella de la Torre2, Pedro Pérez-Peña3, Liliana Cortés-Ortiz4

10:30-10:45am

1

Department of Anthropology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, USA.
Universidad San Francisco de Quito, School of Biological and Environmental
Sciences, Quito, Ecuador
3
Instituto de Investigaciones de la Amazonía Peruana, Iquitos, Perú
4
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, USA
2

7. An empirical comparison of popular enzyme immunoassays for the non-invasive
assessment of adrenocortical and gonadal function in mountain gorillas

10:45-11:00am

Nicholas M. Grebe1, Winnie Eckardt2, Tara S. Stoinski3, Rose Umuhoza2, Rachel
M. Santymire4, & Stacy Rosenbaum1
1

Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI
Karisoke Research Center, Musanze Rwanda
3
Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International, Atlanta GA
4
Department of Biology, Georgia State University, Atlanta GA
2

8. The nutritional chemistry of bamboo lemur (Hapalemur griseus) foods and
implications for the detoxification of cyanide
Chloé N.M. Gherardi1*, Sarah Naughton2, Molly C. Fitzpatrick3, Vololonirina
Rahalinarivo4, Jean-Freddy Ranaivoarisoa4, Jean-Luc Raharison5, Bruno
Ramorasata5, Jeannot Randrianasy4, Jessica M. Rothman6,7, Mitchell T. Irwin3,5.
1

11:00-11:15am

Department of Biological Sciences, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL, USA
60115
2
Institute for the Study of Environment, Sustainability and Energy, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, IL, USA 60115
3
Department of Anthropology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL, USA 60115;
4
Mention Anthropobiologie et Développment Durable, University of Antananarivo,
Antananarivo, Madagascar;
5
ONG SADABE, Antananarivo, Madagascar;
6
Department of Anthropology, Hunter College;
7
Graduate Center, CUNY.
9. Social status and cognitive control in chimpanzees

11:15 -11:30am

Averill Cantwell1, Paige Barnes1, Kris Sabbi2, Zarin Machanda2, Alexandra G.
Rosati1,3
1

Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
Department of Anthropology, Tufts University, Medford, MA
3
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
2
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10. Unlocking the potential of natural history collections to support galago evolutionary
research and conservation
Anna Penna1*, Hsiao-Lei Lui2, Elsa Peters3, Mary Blair4, Logan Kistler5, Luca
Pozzi6
1

University of Texas at San Antonio, Smithsonian Institution
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC,
USA
3
Centro de Ciencias Genómicas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Campus Morelos, Cuernavaca, Mor., Mexico
4
Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, American Museum of Natural History,
New York, NY, USA
5
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC,
USA
6
Department of Anthropology, University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio,
TX, USA
2

11:30-11:45am

11. Patterns of hydration status and drinking frequency in wild chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes schweinfurthii) of Gombe National Park, Tanzania
Rachel S. Nelson1,*, Elizabeth V. Lonsdorf2, Karen A. Terio3, Kaitlin R. Wellens4,
Sean M. Lee1, Dismas Mwacha5, and Carson M Murray1

11:45-12:00pm

1

Department of Anthropology, Center for the Advanced Study of Human
Paleobiology, The George Washington University, Washington DC, USA
2
Department of Anthropology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA
3
Zoological Pathology Program, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Illinois, Chicago, IL, USA
4
Department of Biology, Trinity Washington University, Washington DC, USA
5
Gombe Stream Research Center, the Jane Goodall Institute, Kigoma, Tanzania

12:00-1:15pm LUNCH
Podium Session 3. 1:15-2:45pm
12. Questioning Darwin: How woolly monkey sexuality challenges longstanding ideas
based on the theory of sexual selection
Laura A. Abondano1,2, Kelsey M. Ellis2,3 and Anthony Di Fiore2,4

1:15-1:30pm

1

Project Dragonfly, Department of Biology, Miami University, Oxford, OH, USA
Primate Molecular Ecology and Evolution Lab, Department of Anthropology,
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA
3
Department of Anthropology, Miami University, Oxford, OH, USA
4
Tiputini Biodiversity Station, College of Biological and Environmental Sciences,
Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador
2
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13. Activity, but not physiological condition, declines in aging male chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes)
Benjamin J Finkel1, Sharifah Namaganda1, Melissa Emery Thompson2, John C
Mitani1, Andrew J Marshall1.3.4.5

1:30-1:45pm
1

Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan
Department of Anthropology, University of New Mexico
3
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan
4
Program in the Environment, University of Michigan
5
School for Environment and Sustainability, University of Michigan
2

14. Effect of age and sex in renal function by ultrasound and serum chemistry in two
primate species (Alouatta caraya and Sapajus apella)
Gessiane Pereira da Silva1*, Thyago Habner de Souza Pereira1, Aline Amaral
Imbeloni2, Rafael dos Santos de Andrade2, Ramiro das Neves Dias Neto3,
Leandro Nassar Coutinho1, Ana Paula Gering4, Marina Sette Camara Benarrós4,
José Jones Pereira Junior5, Frederico Ozanan Barros Monteiro1, Rafaela S. C.
Takeshita6

1:45-2:00pm

1

Programa de Pós-graduação em Saúde e Produção Animal na Amazônia,
Universidade Federal Rural da Amazônia (UFRA), Belém, Brazil
2
Centro Nacional de Primatas (CENP), Instituto Evandro Chagas (IEC),
Ananindeua, Brazil
3
BioParque, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
4
Programa de Pós-Graduação em Sanidade Animal e Saúde Pública nos Trópicos
(PPGSaspt), Universidade Federal do Tocantins (UFT), Araguaina, Brazil
5
Programa de Pós-graduação em Saúde Animal na Amazônia, Universidade
Federal do Pará, Castanhal, Brazil
6
Department of Anthropology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio, USA
15. Chimpanzee, gorilla, and Japanese macaque attentional biases and preferences for
colors

2:00-2:15pm

Jesse G. Leinwand1, Priyanka Joshi1, Gillian Vale1, and Stephen R. Ross1
1

Lester E. Fisher Center for the Study and Conservation of Apes, Lincoln Park Zoo,
Chicago, IL 60614 USA
16. Anthropogenic change resulting in earlier onset of puberty in wild female olive
baboons (Papio anubius)
Monica L. Wakefield1,2*, Corinna M. Most2,3, David Muiruri2, and Shirley C. Strum2,4

2:15-2:30pm

1

Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Philosophy, Northern Kentucky
University
2
Uaso Ngiro Baboon Project, Laikipia, Kenya
3
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology, Iowa State University
4
Department of Anthropology, University of California San Diego
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17. When grown-ups have fun, too: social play among wild adult chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes schweinfurthii)

2:30-2:45pm

Kris H. Sabbi1,2, Sophia E. Kurilla1, Isabelle G. Monroe3, S. Zhang4, Charlie C.
MacKenzie1, Megan F. Cole2, Ashley Menante5, Emily Otali6, Melissa Emery
Thompson2,6, Martin N. Muller2,6, Richard W. Wrangham5,6, and Zarin P.
Machanda1,6
1

Department of Anthropology, Tufts University
Anthropology Department, University of New Mexico
3
Psychology Department, University of Michigan
4
Biology Department, University of Pittsburgh
5
Human Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University
6
Kibale Chimpanzee Project
2

2:45 - 3:15 COFFEE BREAK
Podium Session 4. 3:15-4:30pm
18. Auditory preferences for animal noises in Western lowland gorillas

3:15-3:30pm

Jordyn Truax¹* & Jennifer Vonk¹
¹ Department of Psychology, Oakland University, Rochester, MI, USA, 48309
19. The Guatemalan black howler monkey (Alouatta pigra) genome assembly and its use
in comparing sperm-related genes between Alouatta species
Molly A. Hirst1*, Alexandre Inforzato2, Patrícia Dominques de Freitas2, Amy
Goldberg3, Liliana Cortés-Ortiz1

3:30-3:45pm

1

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI, 48109, USA
2
Departamento de Genética e Evolução, Universidade Federal de São Carlos, São
Carlos, São Paulo, 13565-905, Brazil
3
Department of Evolutionary Anthropology, Duke University, Durham, NC, 27708,
USA
20. Response of a group of sanctuary chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) to a novel vertical
climbing aid: an assessment of positional behavior and substrate use

3:45-4:00pm

Joey Lara1,*
1

Department of Anthropology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI,
USA, 53211
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21. Multiple factor analysis reveals variable interactions between the diet and
mycobiome of long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) on two islands in Southeast
Asia

4:00pm-4:15pm

Benjamin Gombash1, Amanda Acevedo1, Carson Smith1, Chissa Rivaldi1, Hope
Hollocher1
1

University of Notre Dame, Department of Biological Sciences

22. Restoring the red ape in a whole- or half-Earth context
Erik Meijaard1-3, Douglas Sheil4, Julie Sherman5, Liana Chua6, Safwanah Ni'matullah1,
Kerrie Wilson7, Marc Ancrenaz1-3, Darmawan Liswanto8, Serge A. Wich1-3, Benoit
Goossens9,10, Hjalmar S. Kühl11, Maria Voigt1, Yaya Rayadin12,13, Yuyun Kurniawan8, Agus
Trianto14, Dolly Priatna15,16, Graham L. Banes17, Emily Massingham18, John Payne19,
Andrew J. Marshall2,14,20-24,*
1

Borneo Futures, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei Darussalam
Great Ape Section of the IUCN/SSC Primate Specialist Group
3
IUCN Oil Crops Task Force
4
Forest Ecology and Forest Management Group, Wageningen University, Wageningen, the
Netherlands
5
Wildlife Impact, Portland, OR, USA
6
Department of Social Anthropology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
7
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
8
Yayasan Titian Lestari, Pontianak, Kalimantan Barat, Indonesia
9
Organisms and Environment Division, School of Biosciences, Cardiff University, Cardiff,
UK
10
Danau Girang Field Centre, c/o Sabah Wildlife Department, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah,
Malaysia
11
German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv), Leipzig, Germany
12
Forestry Faculty, University of Mulawarman, Samarinda, East Kalimantan, Indonesia
13
Ecology and Conservation Center for Tropical Studies (ECOSITROP), Samarinda, East
Kalimantan, Indonesia
14
One Forest Project, Ketapang, West Kalimantan, Indonesia
15
Graduate School of Environment Management, Pakuan University, Bogor, Indonesia
16
Belantara Foundation, Jakarta, Indonesia
17
Wisconsin National Primate Research Center, University of Wisconsin–Madison,
Madison, WI, USA
18
Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation Science, The University of Queensland,
Brisbane, QLD, Australia
19
Borneo Rhino Alliance (BORA), Fakulti Sains dan Sumber Alam, Universiti Malaysia
Sabah, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
20
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
21
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
USA
22
Program in the Environment, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
23
School for Environment and Sustainability, , University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI , US,
USA
24
Small Ape Section of the IUCN/SSC Primate Specialist Group
2

4:15-4:30pm

4:30-6:00pm Poster Session
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Podium Abstracts
1. Sex differences in semi-free ranging chimpanzees: insights into evolution of
chimpanzee social behavior
Margaret A. H. Bryer 1*, Paige Barnes1, Kris H. Sabbi2, Joshua Rukundo3, Zarin P.
Machanda2 and Alexandra G. Rosati 1,4
1
Department of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
2
Department of Anthropology, Tufts University, Medford, MA
3
Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary, Uganda
4
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
*mbryer@umich.edu
Wild female chimpanzees are generally less gregarious than males, exhibiting less affiliative
behaviors as well as lower social status. This may be due to intrinsic biological differences such
as differences in body size, or it may reflect contextual responses to the higher costs of feeding
competition and greater reproductive constraints female chimpanzees often face. Here we
examine patterns of social behavior in semi-free ranging chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes
schweinfurthii) living in an African sanctuary to test these hypotheses; as these chimpanzees
are provisioned and are on birth control, feeding constraints and female reproductive effort are
ameliorated in this environment. Using a year of observational data comprising 3,356 ten-minute
focal follows of 45 adult chimpanzees (17 males, 28 females), we investigated sex differences in
grooming, aggression, and social status. Unlike in wild chimpanzees, males and females
showed similar rates of grooming [LRT: 𝜒2(1)=0.85, p=0.36]. We found that males engaged in
aggressive behavior more than females, whether we looked at displays [LRT: 𝜒2(1)=43.26,
p<0.001] or targeted aggression [LRT: 𝜒2(1)=27.08, p<0.001]. Finally, patterns of dominance
show that some adult females outrank some adult males. Overall, our findings suggest that
some sex differences in wild chimpanzee social behavior may reflect a contextual response to
feeding competition or infant care, rather than intrinsic differences, and contribute to our
understanding of intraspecific variation in ape behavior.
2. Effects of height in the canopy on gait mechanics in wild lemurs
Nicole M. Schapker1,2,*, Ammon Hottensmith 1, Judith Janisch1, Lydia C. Myers3, Liza J.
Shapiro3, Jesse W. Young1,2
1
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Northeast Ohio Medical University
2
School of Biomedical Sciences, Kent State University
3
Department of Anthropology, University of Texas at Austin
*
nschapker@neomed.edu
Arboreal locomotion is thought to be particularly precarious. Branch diameter and orientation
can impose certain biomechanical challenges to maintaining a desired trajectory. Branch
discontinuity and height above ground also mean that failure to compensate for precarious
branch morphology can lead to risky falls. For this study, we recorded the quadrupedal
locomotion of four wild lemur species: Eulemur rubriventer, Eulemur rufifrons, Lemur catta, and
Hapalemur aureus. We quantified branch diameter, orientation, and height using remote
sensors and tested their effects on gait kinematics. Preliminary data suggest lemurs change
their gait as they walk on branches of different heights. They increase the mean number of limbs
used to support the body during a stride, and they increase hindlimb and forelimb duty factors,
or the relative amount of time the limb pairs are in contact with the branch. Preliminary data also
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indicate, however, that lemurs make fewer changes to gait according to diameter and
orientation. Lemurs do not seem to alter duty factors as orientation of the branch changes.
There also appears to be little relationship between duty factor and branch diameter. However,
lemurs do tend to increase the mean number of supporting limbs as branch diameter
decreases. These early results suggest that lemurs change their gait in response to varying
substrate properties, and these responses may be more exaggerated as they increase height in
the canopy. These results also underscore the importance of including branch height alongside
more typically measured substrate characteristics like diameter and orientation.
3. Gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) may give without getting: prosocial behavior in gorillas
using a touchscreen
Jennifer Vonk
Department of Psychology, Oakland University, Rochester MI, 48309
Evidence for prosocial sentiments even within the great apes has been sparse. The majority of
data come from chimpanzees with some mixed evidence of prosocial preferences in
orangutans, but very few studies of gorillas exist. Gorillas exhibit less competition over food
compared to chimpanzees and live in dynamic family groups. They may thus be good
candidates for prosocial preferences. Captive animals typically have no control over the
provisions provided to themselves and conspecifics, other than competing to procure most of
the provisions. Providing male gorillas with the opportunity to engage in a task where they can
confer benefits to each other without directly interacting or losing benefits for themselves may
provide increased opportunities for safe affiliative behaviors. Expressing generous behaviors in
the experimental task may benefit their social bonds more broadly. I presented three male
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) with options via a touchscreen computer to deliver food rewards to
only themselves, to no one, or to themselves and their conspecifics by touching photos of
themselves, an empty enclosure, or their conspecifics. None of the gorillas behaved spitefully by
selecting “no one” to reward. The dominant gorilla chose prosocially with both of his
conspecifics, but the other two chose less prosocially with him than with each other. These data
are consistent with previous findings that dominant animals are more prosocial than less
dominant animals. Alternatively, all three gorillas may have preferentially avoided selecting the
photo of the dominant individual for other reasons although they did select this photo at very
high rates when paired with the photo of an empty enclosure. I am continuing to collect data to
monitor changes in prosocial preferences.
4. On a scale of 1 to 5: constructing a qualitative behavioral assessment (QBA) for use
with western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla)
Kylen Gartland1, Emily Bovee1, Grace Fuller1
1
Center for Zoo and Aquarium Animal Welfare and Ethics, Detroit Zoological Society,
Royal Oak, MI, USA, 48067
Zoo-based research often relies on structured behavioral monitoring of groups or individuals.
Many zoos interested in conducting welfare research may find the significant time and staffing
commitments prohibitive. Qualitative behavioral assessment (QBA) has emerged as a less
demanding strategy for capturing subtle changes in welfare states. QBA has gained traction as
a methodology that integrates both behavioral observations and dynamic expressive aspects of
movement or posture while also tapping into the wealth of knowledge and expertise held by
animal care staff. However, QBAs present two considerable challenges: establishing inter-rater
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reliability and cross-validating QBA with other behavioral and physiological measures. As part of
a 2016 study, Detroit Zoological Society research and animal care staff collaborated to construct
a QBA tool, hereafter referred to as the Gorilla Behavioral Assessment Tool or GBAT. The GBAT
utilizes a modified Likert scale with raters coding 12 distinct behavioral items on a scale of 1 to
5. In 2021, the GBAT was revised and underwent two periods of inter-rater reliability testing.
During the testing periods, two staff members completed the GBAT each day for each gorilla
residing at Detroit Zoo (n=3), resulting in 23 tests across the five participating staff members.
Using Gwet’s AC2, a paradox-resistant variant of Kappa that is particularly applicable for its
correction of artificially high expected chance level of agreement in skewed data distributions,
inter-rater reliability was substantial to almost perfect across all GBAT behavioral items. Fecal
glucocorticoid metabolites (FGMs) from fecal samples collected during the study period were
tested against GBAT behavioral items to conduct a preliminary cross-validation. The next step in
establishing this tool for widespread use is multi-institutional cross-validation, which is currently
ongoing.
5. Effect of urbanization on zoonotic gastrointestinal parasite prevalence in endemic
toque macaque (Macaca sinica) from different climatic zones in Sri Lanka
Shehani U. Fernando 1,3, Preethi V. Udagama 1, Saminda P. Fernando 2, *
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Understanding variation in host-parasite relationships with urbanization is vital for both public
health management and conservation of endemic animals characterized by high anthropogenic
interactions. Toque macaques (Macaca sinica) are such endemic old-world monkeys in Sri
Lanka. Three macaque subspecies inhabit the main climatic zones of the island: M. s. sinica, M.
s. aurifrons and M. s. opisthomelas, found in the dry, wet and montane regions, respectively.
Our study aimed to examine parasite prevalence in this host in association with urbanization. A
total of 180 fecal samples were collected from the three subspecies of toque macaques; 20
samples each were collected from urban, suburban, and wild populations representing each
climatic zone. Twenty gastrointestinal (GI) parasite genera types i.e. five types of protozoan
cysts, two types of trematode ova, four types of cestode ova, eight types of nematode ova, and
a single type of acanthocephalan ova were identified. The overall prevalence of parasites was
62% (112/180) with the highest prevalence of Strongyloides infection. In all three subspecies,
toque macaque populations with proximity to human settlements, including urban and suburban
populations, manifested a greater GI parasitic prevalence, mean ova/cyst counts and species
richness, compared to their wild counterparts. Importantly, records of five parasite types in
toques in Sri Lanka are reported for the first time, and the Moniliformis type was reported as a
first record in free ranging macaques, globally. Our study clearly demonstrates that human
contact and habitat modification influence patterns of parasitic infections in macaques. As most
of the parasite types identified manifest zoonotic potential with important public health
implications, close interactions with macaques potentially can impact human well-being.
6. Genetic analyses confirm the presence of Cebuella niveiventris in Bolivia
Leila M. Porter1,*, Stella de la Torre2, Pedro Pérez-Peña3, Liliana Cortés-Ortiz4
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Recent genetic analyses of populations of pygmy marmosets from Brazil, Ecuador and Peru
have indicated that two genetically distinct species are present, Cebuella pygmaea in the
northwest and C. niveiventris in the south. However, no previous research has examined
genetic markers of Bolivian marmosets to determine their appropriate species designation. In
this research project we extracted DNA from fecal samples noninvasively collected from one
group of pygmy marmosets near the Estación Biológica Tahuamanu in northwestern Bolivia.
We amplified fragments of two mitochondrial markers, the cytochrome b (cyt b) gene and the
control region from 10 fecal samples. We analyzed the phylogenetic relationships of the Bolivian
marmoset samples using both maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference approaches and
including previously published data. Our results indicate that the pygmy marmosets in
northwestern Bolivia should be classified as Cebuella niveiventris, allowing us to confirm the
southern distribution range of this taxon. These results will help establish appropriate
conservation management plans for this species in Bolivia and in the region. We thank the
Chicago Zoological Society’s Chicago Board of Trade Endangered Species Fund for supporting
this research.
7. An empirical comparison of popular enzyme immunoassays for the non-invasive
assessment of adrenocortical and gonadal function in mountain gorillas
Nicholas M. Grebe1, Winnie Eckardt2, Tara S. Stoinski3, Rose Umuhoza2, Rachel M.
Santymire4, & Stacy Rosenbaum1
1
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2
Karisoke Research Center, Musanze Rwanda
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4
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Wildlife researchers seeking to non-invasively examine endocrine function in their study species
are presented with a dense and technical ‘garden of forking paths’ to navigate between
collecting a biological sample and obtaining a final hormonal measurement. In particular, the
choice of which detection antibody to use in enzyme immunoassays (EIAs), out of the many
offered by different manufacturers and research laboratories, may be one of the most
consequential for final results. However, evidence-based guidance for making this decision is
scant—a microcosm of more general issues within behavioral endocrinology. With this gap in
mind, we performed an extensive head-to-head comparison of results obtained from four
different EIAs for fecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGCMs), and three different EIAs for fecal
androgen metabolites (FAMs), applied to the same set of fecal samples collected from the
mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei) monitored by the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund
International in Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda (n = 105 for FGCMs; n = 54 for FAMs). In our
comparison, we provide a) an analytical validation of the different EIAs via tests of parallelism
and linearity; b) an estimate of inter-assay correlation between EIA kits designed for the same
analyte; and c) a test of the kits’ ‘ecological validity’, in which we examine how well each
captures endocrine changes following competitive or stressful events. Reassuringly, while some
kits appear to show marginally better performance than others, all assays provided at least
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moderate evidence of validity and covariance with others for the same analyte. We argue our
results demonstrate the need to broaden the collection of species- and context-specific
validations available to researchers in wildlife endocrinology.
8. The nutritional chemistry of bamboo lemur (Hapalemur griseus) foods and implications
for the detoxification of cyanide
Chloé N.M. Gherardi1*, Sarah Naughton2, Molly C. Fitzpatrick3, Vololonirina
Rahalinarivo4, Jean-Freddy Ranaivoarisoa4, Jean-Luc Raharison5, Bruno Ramorasata5,
Jeannot Randrianasy4, Jessica M. Rothman6,7, Mitchell T. Irwin3,5.
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Bamboo lemurs show an unusual evolutionary innovation, foraging on one of the primate order’s
most specialized diets: bamboo. This is rare among vertebrates, and requires large amounts of
the enzyme rhodanese, the amino acids cysteine and methionine (obtained mainly from dietary
protein), and available energy to detoxify cyanide. Many studies have documented bamboo
lemurs’ diet, but only one has analyzed the nutritional components of Hapalemur griseus foods,
with limited methods. We present the nutritional content of 10 dry season foods consumed by H.
griseus at Tsinjoarivo, Madagascar, measuring crude protein, available protein, simple sugars,
fat, and fiber. Kruskal-Wallis comparisons with two sympatric lemurs (Propithecus diadema and
Eulemur fulvus) showed significant differences in all variables except for lignin. Foods of H.
griseus had high available protein (11.8% vs 5.2% for both other species), consistent with the
detoxification limitation hypothesis and a higher protein need. H. griseus foods were the highest
in neutral detergent fiber (70.5%), but lowest in lignin (10.9%); much of the diet consists of partly
digestible fiber. Total energy (kJ/g) was also estimated by summing the physiological fuel values
of carbohydrates, protein, and fat. Although expected to consume foods higher in available
energy for detoxification, H. griseus showed no significant differences in total energy relative to
P. diadema and E. fulvus. Further research should examine daily intakes alongside food
composition and more closely examine detoxification by determining whether foods are targeted
for sulfur-containing amino acids, or other compounds linked to detoxification. Ongoing efforts to
understand divergent primate feeding strategies and macronutrient profiles will help in
understanding nutritional requirements, food choices and limits to survival, and will aid in
managing wild and captive primate habitats in the face of climate and habitat change.
9. Social status and cognitive control in chimpanzees
Averill Cantwell1, Paige Barnes1, Kris Sabbi2, Zarin Machanda2, Alexandra G. Rosati 1,3
1
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Dominance status can have a profound effect on animals’ lives, impacting both social and
ecological problems that individuals face. Dominance may therefore be related to cognitive
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performance, as individuals with particular traits are more likely to ascend in rank, or because
dominance shapes an individual’s optimal responses. Yet the direction of this relationship is
unclear. On one hand, high-ranking individuals may exhibit more flexible, ‘intelligent’ behavior
because this is needed to strategically acquire and maintain rank. On the other, low-ranking
individuals may need to employ more flexible strategies to deal with the constraints imposed by
their social status. Here, we conduct both long-term behavioral observations and cognitive
experiments in semi-free-ranging chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) living in an
African sanctuary to investigate relationships between rank and cognitive control (also termed
executive function), a suite of cognitive traits that enable complex, flexible behavior. We tested
42 adult chimpanzees on a battery of cognitive control tasks, and extracted dominance
information from one year of behavioral observations. We find that females and high-ranking
individuals of both sexes show better performance in a reversal learning task (mixed model
comparisons; p=0.001, p<0.001), and that high-ranking individuals also trend to outperform
low-ranking individuals in a working memory task (p=0.05). However, there was no impact of
dominance on performance in a motor inhibitory control task or success at solving a problem
with multiple solutions. Together, these show that high-ranking individuals may exhibit more
robust abilities in some measures of cognitive control, but not others. In contrast, we do not find
that low rank is associated with higher performance in any measure of cognitive control. We
discuss these results in terms of the evolution of flexible leadership.
10. Unlocking the potential of natural history collections to support galago evolutionary
research and conservation
Anna Penna1*, Hsiao-Lei Lui2, Elsa Peters3, Mary Blair4, Logan Kistler5, Luca Pozzi6
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Our understanding of primate evolution and conservation is limited by our ability to obtain
high-quality genetic data from wild populations. This task has been particularly challenging for
small nocturnal species like the lorisiforms (galagos, lorises, and pottos). Here, we extracted
and sequenced DNA from historical specimens to illustrate how museomics can improve
taxonomic resolution and conservation status. We discuss how to optimize DNA extraction
protocols to maximize the recovery of degraded DNA from historical specimens collected over a
hundred years ago. Using a shotgun sequencing strategy, we performed metagenomics
analyses to assess the degree of exogenous contamination, which was confirmed to be
negligible. However, we found evidence of a broad diversity of potential parasites (eg.,
Plasmodium, Toxoplasma, Leishmania). Incorporating genetic data from museum specimens
enabled the most extensive geographic sampling coverage to date for west African Lorisiforms
(galagos, angwantibos, and pottos). Our results confirm the monophyly of Asian and African
lorisids and known phylogenetic relationships among galagidae genera but also suggest the
potential for some taxonomic revisions and cryptic diversity. Lessons learned from these case
studies include 1) pervasive issues of specimen mislabeling, 2) the impacts of specimen age
and type on DNA concentration, and sequencing success, and 3) the enormous potential of
museomic approaches for advancing studies of primate evolution and conservation.
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11. Patterns of hydration status and drinking frequency in wild chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes schweinfurthii) of Gombe National Park, Tanzania
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M. Lee 1, Dismas Mwacha 5, and Carson M Murray 1
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Maintaining water balance is essential for the health of organisms, and various ecological or
reproductive conditions may present unique hydration challenges. We predict lactating
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) are particularly susceptible to water stress given they lose an
estimated 640-675 mL of water per day through milk. We examined variation in drinking patterns
of lactating females (n = 25) of Gombe National Park, Tanzania, using 41 years of behavioral
data. We hypothesized females experience seasonal and lactation hydration burdens and adjust
their drinking behavior to accommodate these, but this would vary between females of different
dominance ranks due to potential variation in water access and core area quality. GLMMs
showed lactating females drank more in the dry season (p < 0.001), but there was no significant
difference between lactating females of different ranks during this period. Post-hoc analysis
revealed low-ranking lactating females drank significantly more than mid- and high-ranking
lactating females during late lactation (low-mid rank comparison: p = 0.002; low-high rank
comparison: p < 0.001). Additionally, analysis of urine specific gravity (USG) collected from
cycling, lactating, and pregnant females (n = 22; 144 samples) showed USG was more likely to
be higher during the dry season (p < 0.001). However, USG did not differ significantly between
lactating and non-lactating females, suggesting lactating females use behavioral strategies that
are sufficient to mitigate water loss through milk.
12. Questioning Darwin: how woolly monkey sexuality challenges longstanding ideas
based on the theory of sexual selection
Laura A. Abondano 1,2, Kelsey M. Ellis2,3 and Anthony Di Fiore2,4
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Studies on sexuality and reproductive behaviors have traditionally focused on Darwin’s (1871)
theory of sexual selection. Darwin described males as individuals who actively seek and
compete for reproductive opportunities, while females were characterized as more passive
agents who choose male mating partners based on a set of physical or behavioral attributes.
Over the last 150 years, as research has widened to include more taxa and different
perspectives from diverse scholars, there has been an increasing amount of evidence
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challenging Darwin’s original ideas of animal sexuality. Here we present data on the sexual
behaviors and reproductive strategies of four social groups of woolly monkeys (Lagothrix
lagotricha poeppigii) at the Tiputini Biodiversity Station in Amazonian Ecuador. While both males
and females engaged in mating behaviors with multiple individuals of the opposite sex,
intra-sexual competition was more prevalent among female woolly monkeys, with 20% of all
observed copulations being interrupted by another female. Genetic parentage analyses
revealed that male reproductive success was skewed towards one or two individuals in each
social group. However, male woolly monkeys did not display overt aggressive behaviors
towards other males for mating opportunities. Our results suggest that reproductive patterns in
woolly monkeys may be influenced by females actively competing with each other for mating
opportunities, in combination with potential male sperm competition. These observations add to
the evidence challenging Darwin’s notions about sexuality in the animal kingdom, which at the
time were permeated by the social norms of the English Victorian era, inviting us to reflect on
the influence that these scientific dogmas and narratives from the past can have on our current
understanding of human sexuality.
13. Activity, but not physiological condition, declines in aging male chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes)
Benjamin J Finkel1*, Sharifah Namaganda1, Melissa Emery Thompson2, John C Mitani1,
Andrew J Marshall1345
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Senescence results in the decline of physical performance, which can adversely affect both
nutritional acquisition and in turn physiological condition. However, there is scant evidence that
old non-human primates suffer from frailty until they are very near death. This presents a puzzle
for primates such as male chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) for whom rank, reproduction, and
survivorship decline in old age without clear physiological causes. To identify the challenges
imposed by senescence, we investigated the effect of socioecological factors on adult male
chimpanzee physiological condition and activity. We analyze data from 20 males between 21
and 53 years of age from two communities at Ngogo in Kibale National Park over 12 months
including urinary c-peptide as marker of energetic status (n = 722), urinary testosterone as an
investment in musculature and reproduction (n = 323), and behavioral observation (n=1385
observation hours). We found that neither energetic status nor testosterone decreased with age
when controlling for covariates like rank. In contrast, time devoted to rest increased while travel
time decreased with age. Additionally, older chimpanzees climbed shorter vertical distances,
particularly during low quality food seasons, when they also foraged less. These results suggest
old male chimpanzees may maintain physiological condition by reducing energetically
expensive behaviors. Differences in foraging behaviors suggest that old males may be
particularly vulnerable to poor quality food seasons. These findings may help explain why,
despite seemingly maintaining body condition, old male chimpanzees exhibit declines in fitness.
Funding statement: The Leakey Foundation (N025458), National Science Foundation
(BCS-1927384), American Philosophical Society, International Primatological Society, University
of Michigan.
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14. Effect of age and sex in renal function by ultrasound and serum chemistry in two
primate species (Alouatta caraya and Sapajus apella)
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Comparative studies of kidney morphophysiology in nonhuman primates can help us investigate
interspecies differences in growth and aging patterns. We tested the effect of age and sex in
renal morphophysiology in 21 howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya) and 21 capuchin monkeys
(Sapajus apella) (age range = 0.5–26 years) by ultrasound exam, red blood cell (RBC) count,
and kidney function tests (serum urea and creatinine). There were no significant differences
between the measurements of the right and left kidneys, and both were characterized by a
homogeneous cortical echotexture with preserved corticomedullary differentiation and a
cortex/medulla thickness ratio of approximately 2:1. In both species, the medulla was more
evident in infants due to its lower echogenicity. We also observed an increase in the thickness
and echogenicity of the cortical region with advancing age. There was a significant, positive
relationship between kidney volume and age. A. caraya had a greater growth rate and absolute
renal volume than S. apella, but the latter showed a greater relative renal volume and RBC
count than the former. There was a negative relationship between RBC and age, a positive
relationship between creatinine and body mass, and an apparent negative relationship between
creatinine and age only in S. apella. Mean relative renal volume did not influence any of the
blood parameters. Our results indicate that A. caraya has a faster aging mechanism than S.
apella, which may explain the relative longer lifespan in S. apella.
15. Chimpanzee, gorilla, and Japanese macaque attentional biases and preferences for
colors
Jesse G. Leinwand1, Priyanka Joshi1, Gillian Vale1, and Stephen R. Ross1
1
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The attentional biases and preferences of non-human primates (NHPs) have important
implications for researchers and care staff designing cognitive studies and seeking to assess
and enhance NHP welfare. Biases and preferences for specific stimuli, such as different colors,
may reflect selective evolutionary pressures related to the socioecology of a species, individual
differences within species, and prior experience. We explored the attentional biases and
preferences of seven zoo-housed chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), eight gorillas (Gorilla gorilla
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gorilla), and 10 Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) for nine perceptually distinct colors,
presented in all possible pairs on a touchscreen, in two separate experiments. First, using a
dot-probe paradigm, we found an interaction effect between species and color in a survival
analysis, with the chimpanzees’ (X 2 = 4.74, SE2 0.06, DF = 1.00, P = 0.03) and gorillas’ (X 2 =
10.88, SE2 0.06, DF = 1.00, P = 0.001) attentional biases differing from those of the macaques
but not from each other. Second, results of a forced-choice task involving the same color stimuli
revealed a significant preference for red compared each of the eight other colors (all ps < 0.05)
for each of the three species, with the Japanese macaques showing the most pronounced
preference for red. However, there were also individual differences in color preferences, while
prior experience with touchscreen tasks also appeared to play a critical and confounding role in
the results. Accordingly, understanding the origins of such biases and preferences, and how
they manifest themselves, has important implications for the design of cognitive experiments
with NHPs and the evolution of human color biases and preferences.
16. Anthropogenic change resulting in earlier onset of puberty in wild female olive
baboons (Papio anubius)
Monica L. Wakefield1,2*, Corinna M. Most2,3, David Muiruri2, and Shirley C. Strum2,4
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Female reproduction in mammals is energetically costly and heavily influenced by female
energy balance. When food availability is high this results in a positive energy balance – surplus
energy that can be invested into reproduction; whereas when food availability is low or of low
quality, available energy will be invested in growth (immature individuals) and/or maintenance
(health and survivorship). Therefore, higher food availability is expected to result in earlier onset
of reproductive viability (i.e. younger age at menarche, and birth of first offspring) and faster
reproductive rates (i.e. shorter interbirth intervals (IBI)). We utilized long-term data collected at
the Uaso Ngiro Baboon Project (UNBP) between 2002 – 2021 to analyze the effects of a novel
food, the highly invasive prickly pear cactus (Opuntia stricta), on the reproductive parameters of
female olive baboons (Papio anubis). Opuntia invaded the baboons home range beginning in
2005 and slowly became an integral part of their diet. The year-round availability of this
calorie-rich food improved female body condition, leading to faster growth and reproduction.
Between 2008 and 2021 there was a significant decline in age at menarche, but age at first-birth
showed only a slight decline. IBI showed a more complex relationship initially increasing before
decreasing slightly but not significantly, likely due to the mixed effects of nutritional and social
factors. The spread of Opuntia has provided a natural experiment demonstrating the link
between food availability, female growth, and reproduction in olive baboons. It is vital to
document the effects that human-induced ecological changes have on wildlife, both positive and
negative, as we seek ways to mitigate these impacts.
17. When grown-ups have fun, too: social play among wild adult chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes schweinfurthii)
Kris H. Sabbi1,2, Sophia E. Kurilla1, Isabelle G. Monroe3, S. Zhang4, Charlie C.
MacKenzie1, Megan F. Cole2, Ashley Menante 5, Emily Otali6, Melissa Emery
Thompson2,6, Martin N. Muller2,6, Richard W. Wrangham5,6, and Zarin P. Machanda1,6
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Although social play in primates is far less common among adults compared to infants and
juveniles, adult chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) are known to play socially both in
captivity and the wild. However, the utility of adults’ social play remains unclear. Here we use 10
years of all-occurrence data to investigate patterns of social play by adult chimpanzees of the
Kanyawara community in Kibale NP, Uganda (N=4453 play bouts, 46 individuals aged 12-58
years). We predicted that most play by adults would involve younger partners and that adult
females would play more often, especially as partners to their dependent offspring. Indeed, 87%
of all adult play was non-adult partners, females played more than males (GLMM,
Beta=0.96+0.44, p=0.03), and over half of all their play was with their offspring (54%). Play
between two adults was less frequent (N=574 bouts), and while males played more often with
other adults compared to females overall (GLMM, Beta=0.56+0.22, p=0.01), nearly half of
adult-adult play bouts were between a male and a female (47%). Further, males, but not
mothers, played less when fruit availability was low underscoring the importance of mothers as
social partners for their young offspring. We also observed substantial individual variation that
was not well-explained by demographic factors. Together, our results support the interpretation
that social play serves sex-specific functions for adult chimpanzees, but that individual social
strategies and styles, including the use of social play, are flexible and may vary among
members of the same sex.
18. Auditory preferences for animal noises in western lowland gorillas
Jordyn Truax¹,* & Jennifer Vonk¹
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Environmental sounds can inform animals of life-altering changes, such as an approaching
predator or prey or fluctuations in weather conditions. Thus, captive settings have frequently
presented animals with auditory enrichment in the hopes of providing stimulation. To determine
the types of sounds that animals will benefit from being exposed to, it is important to assess
species and individual level preferences. We previously found that three captive Western
lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) preferred silence, white noise, and electronic instrumental
sounds to more naturalistic sounds, especially animal sounds. However, we had presented the
sounds from only four randomly selected species in these preference tests. Thus, it was
premature to conclude that gorillas do not enjoy listening to animal sounds. Therefore, we
wished to further probe preferences for sounds of more familiar animals such as gorillas,
baboons, squirrels, gulls, crows, and crickets. We assessed the gorillas’ preferences by
presenting images of the representative species that, when touched, initiated a brief sample of a
sound from that species. After a training phase, we presented ten sessions in which the gorillas
could choose which sound to listen to by selecting one of two images when each animal was
paired with each other animal twice (with side counterbalanced). We then presented ten
sessions in which the gorillas could choose which sound to listen to when all six possible
images were presented on the screen simultaneously in randomized locations. Primate sounds
were among the most preferred of all sound options.
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19. The Guatemalan black howler monkey (Alouatta pigra) genome assembly and its use
in comparing sperm-related genes between Alouatta species
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The rise of non-model organism genome assemblies has expanded our understanding of
several aspects of evolution, including selection, adaptation, and the genomic basis of
speciation. Although genome assemblies for non-model organisms have recently increased
exponentially, primate genome assemblies are still limited. Further, genome assemblies for
closely related primate species that differ in traits important for evolution are rare. We recently
showed that the two Mesoamerican howler monkey species, Alouatta pigra and A. palliata, differ
in sperm morphology. To investigate genomic differences between closely related primate
species that differ in evolutionary relevant morphological traits, we assembled the first de novo
genome assembly for Alouatta pigra. A genome assembly of A. palliata exists, allowing us to
identify and compare known sperm-related genes between the two species. We sequenced one
A. pigra female on the Illumina NovaSeq platform and generated 57 GB of raw DNA sequence
data. We then used SPAdes, a short read de novo genome alignment tool, to create an
assembly resulting in 29.1X coverage. We compiled a list of 1543 known human sperm-related
genes and blasted them to the higher coverage (43.1X) A. palliata genome assembly. We then
searched for these sequences in A. pigra and compared nucleotide and amino acid differences
between the two species. We found that 62.3% had at least one nucleotide difference between
species, and many had amino acid changes that may affect the protein structure. Some of these
genetic changes could result in the observed differences in sperm morphology between these
species. We hope that this first draft genome assembly for A. pigra will be a useful resource for
comparative genomic studies of non-human primates.
20. Response of a group of sanctuary chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) to a novel vertical
climbing aid: an assessment of positional behavior and substrate use.
Joey Lara1,*
1
Department of Anthropology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI, USA,
53211
*
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Captive chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) can display reduced climbing frequencies and more
limited sets of positional behaviors compared to their wild counterparts. Encouraging mobility
and arboreality is especially important for the physical and emotional wellbeing of elderly captive
chimpanzees. With the goal of increasing vertical space use and species-typical positional
behavior in the residents of the chimpanzee sanctuary, Chimp Haven, I constructed and
installed a vertical climbing aid on the eleven columns of one of two platform structures within
an enclosure at Chimp Haven. The vertical climbing aid’s effectiveness was assessed by
reviewing video recordings of the enclosure’s platform structures before (60.5 hours) and after
(77 hours) installation. Additionally, I collected detailed positional behavior data on focal
individuals (N=16, ages: 28-42 years), to assess subjects’ tendencies in limb engagements with
substrates (~43 hours). Upon reintroduction to the original enclosure, climbing on both platform
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structures sharply decreased. Consistent with the sanctuary’s established practice of habitat
shifting to reduce intragroup conflict, the subjects’ reintroduction to their typical enclosure after
occupying a smaller enclosure was the largest factor driving behavioral changes throughout the
experiment. The impact of the vertical climbing aid was unclear as differences in usage of the
two platform structures during both portions of the study were not significant. Overall, positional
behaviors varied by individual and substrate usage, with subjects exhibiting different degrees of
variety in limb use combinations. Moving forward, such metrics derived from detailed body part
engagement data could be used to assess mobility and physical health, identify individuals’
positional repertoire deficiencies and address these with medical intervention, physical therapy
training, and installation of appropriate climbing structures to improve chimpanzee welfare.
21.Multiple factor analysis reveals variable interactions between the diet and mycobiome
of long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) on two islands in Southeast Asia
Benjamin Gombash1, Amanda Acevedo 1, Carson Smith1, Chissa Rivaldi1, Hope
Hollocher1
1
University of Notre Dame, Department of Biological Sciences
Research on fungal taxa found in the guts of organisms (i.e. the mycobiome) has expanded as
the role these groups may play in the structuring of the microbiome is explored. Variation in the
mycobiome of wildlife is frequently ascribed to variation in the host’s diet, even though they are
rarely co-assessed. Here we use the V9 hypervariable region of the 18S ssu rRNA to assess
simultaneously the diet and mycobiome of long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) on the
islands of Singapore and Bali, Indonesia. Linear regressions and partial Mantel tests confirm
associations between the diet and mycobiome. These interactions are stronger in Singapore
than Bali. We categorized dietary and fungal taxa into several groups (e.g., for diet items: crop
plants; for fungi: animal pathogens) to run Multiple Factor Analyses (MFA). Although dietary
taxa are more numerous, MFA show fungal taxa are the most important for explaining patterns
of variation. Despite sharing ~70% of their taxa overall, the two islands are distinct with respect
to detected interactions between dietary and fungal groups. We identified key taxa that
contributed the most to the MFA, and only 30-35% of these taxa were considered key taxa on
both islands. Multivariate multiple linear regressions comparing the richness values of targeted
groups of diet taxa suggest that, in Bali, the individual effects of anti-fungal plants on various
fungal groups were significant above and beyond the effect of other diet groups. No such
relationship was detected in Singapore. These results confirm that the diet and mycobiome do
interact in long-tailed macaques. However, these interactions are not uniform between different
populations of the same host organism, and are related to specific fungal taxa.
22. Restoring the red ape in a whole- or half-Earth context
Erik Meijaard1-3, Douglas Sheil4, Julie Sherman5, Liana Chua6, Safwanah Ni'matullah1, Kerrie
Wilson7, Marc Ancrenaz 1-3, Darmawan Liswanto8, Serge A. Wich1-3, Benoit Goossens9,10,
Hjalmar S. Kühl11, Maria Voigt1, Yaya Rayadin12,13, Yuyun Kurniawan8, Agus Trianto 14, Dolly
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Various global-scale proposals exist to reduce the loss of biological diversity. These include the
“Half-Earth” and “Whole-Earth” visions that respectively seek to set aside half the planet for
wildlife conservation, or to fundamentally diversify conservation practices and change the
economic systems that determine environmental harm. Here we assess these visions in the
specific context of Bornean orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus) and their conservation. Using an
expert-led process, we explored three scenarios over a 10-year time frame: Prolongation of
Current Conditions; a Half-Earth approach; and a Whole-Earth approach. In addition, we
examined a 100-year population recovery goal assuming 0% offtake of Bornean orangutans.
Current Conditions were predicted to result in a population ~73% of its current size by 2032.
Half-Earth was judged comparatively easy to achieve and predicted to result in an orangutan
population of ~87% of its current size by 2032. Whole-Earth was anticipated to lead to greater
forest loss and ape killing so that only ~44% of the current orangutan population was predicted
for 2032. Finally, under the recovery scenario, populations could be ~148% of their current size
by 2122. While we acknowledge uncertainties in all these predictions, we conclude that the
Half-Earth and Whole-Earth visions operate along different timelines, with the implementation of
Whole-Earth requiring too long to benefit orangutans. None of the theorized proposals provided
a panacea but drawing elements from each will be required. We provide recommendations to
favor equitable outcomes.
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1. Current approaches to assessing captive chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) welfare
Laura P. Angley, Gillian Vale, Katherine A. Cronin, & Stephen R. Ross
Lester E. Fisher Center for the Study and Conservation of Apes, Lincoln Park Zoo,
Chicago, IL 60614 USA
There exists a variety of guidelines and scientific approaches to the assessment of animal
welfare concerns across zoos, laboratories, and farms but currently, there is no
universally-adopted tool available to objectively assess the well-being of the most common
great ape living in human care, the chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes). Output-based approaches to
welfare assessments, such as longitudinal behavioral monitoring and hormone analysis, are
valuable and comparatively common, but often have substantial logistical constraints and
unsustainable time and resource requirements. Alternatively, input (resource-based)
approaches are less direct and often difficult to validate, but can be implemented more easily at
many facilities. Here, we review the extant literature on chimpanzee welfare assessments to
determine the challenges and opportunities that exist for those seeking to develop a
science-based and practical approach to improving the care and management of this species.
Factors that have been identified as potential influences on chimpanzee welfare, such as
differences in facility design, social group composition, and individual life histories are
discussed, and a framework for a future welfare assessment paradigm that considers the
unique physical, social and emotional needs of chimpanzees is proposed.
2. Lemur population surveys in the southeastern forest corridor of Madagascar
Michael Bliss 1*, Carly Batist 2, Mariah Donohue 3, Velo Jean Baptiste 4,
Rafamantanantsoa R 4, Razafindrakoto G 4, Patricia Wright 4,5
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Madagascar’s combination of high rates of endemism at the genus and species level, combined
with its escalating deforestation rates, has made it one of the most important conservation
priorities on the planet. In southeastern Madagascar, the Corridor Forestier d'Ambositra
Vondrozo (COFAV) is an unprotected rainforest corridor that is home to at least 15 species of
lemurs, most of which are endangered. The COFAV connects many protected areas and is
essential for gene flow, dispersal, and the long term sustainability of animal populations in the
area. The corridor has not been surveyed extensively since the 90’s, and even so, only a
fraction of the sites have been sampled multiple times. The goal of our study was to survey a
part of the COFAV (Ranomafana National Park to the Mananara River) and provide updated
species occurrences and ranges. We surveyed a total area of 227 km throughout an
eight-month period. We recorded all occurrences of lemur presence (sightings or vocalizations)
and noted the species, date, time, group size and GPS coordinates. We found 11 different
species in our surveys. The geographic ranges for one genus (Cheirogaleus) and three species
(Hapalemur aureus, H. griseus, Propithecus edwardsi) were larger than previously thought. The
geographic distributions for Eulemur rufifrons and E. cinereiceps may require re-evaluations due
to the presence of hybrids in the area. Additionally, the geographic range of Varecia variegata
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should be shortened, as they are not resident in the northern parts of Ranomafana National
Park and were not found south of the Ambohimahamasina/Ikongo region. This study provides
updated geographic ranges for lemur species in the COFAV, important information for future
censuses, species assessments and conservation measures.
3. Impact of alternating overnight housing conditions on fecal glucocorticoid metabolites
in a bachelor group of western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla)
Emily Bovee1, Kylen N. Gartland1, Grace Fuller1
1
Center for Zoo and Aquarium Animal Welfare and Ethics, Detroit Zoological Society,
Royal Oak, MI, USA, 48067
Overnight housing spaces can have significant influences on the behavior and welfare of
captive western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), especially males housed in bachelor
groups. We used a qualitative behavioral assessment (QBA) tool and monitored fecal
glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM) to examine the influence of varying overnight housing
conditions (socially housed indoors, separately housed indoors, and socially housed with
outdoor access) on a bachelor unit (n=3) at the Detroit Zoo. For three months, animal care staff
completed the QBA and collected daily fecal samples from each gorilla (n=262). We tested
FGMs using a validated enzyme immunoassay kit for cortisol. Results from the QBA were
compared to FGMs for validation. At the group level, FGMs were positively correlated with
aggression towards humans, anxiety, and irritability, as well as negatively correlated with
curiosity. These results support the accuracy of the QBA tool in assessing welfare indicators.
We found individual-level differences in hormonal responses between overnight housing
conditions. There was no significant variation in FGMs between conditions for Chip, despite
behavioral variation between conditions. There was significant variation in FGMs between
housing conditions for Pende, with FGMs lower in the separately housed and socially housed
indoors conditions compared to the socially housed with outdoor access condition. Results for
Kongo were similar, with FGMs lower in the socially housed indoors condition compared to the
socially housed with outdoor access condition. Behavioral and hormonal responses to different
overnight housing conditions varied between individuals, suggesting more scrutiny of FMGs in
this context is needed. However overall, we found better welfare indicators following separate
overnight housing, suggesting an examination of welfare indicators between overnight housing
conditions at other institutions could be beneficial.
4. Examination of silver back coloration in male mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei
beringei)
Ella R. Brown1*, Winnie Eckardt2, Tara S. Stoinksi2,3, Stacy Rosenbaum1
1
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 48109
2
Karisoke Research Center, Musanze, Rwanda
3
The Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International, Atlanta, GA, 30315
*ellarb@umich.edu
Silver back coloration is a morphological marker for sexual maturity in male gorillas, but there
has been remarkably little research characterizing this secondary sexual trait. Anecdotally, some
males become silver faster and attain a higher degree of silver than others. This suggests that
variation in this trait may reflect inter-individual differences in life history strategies, and that
quantification of male back color could produce new insights about male developmental
processes and fitness. However, quantifying such a dynamic trait in animals that cannot be
closely approached poses technical difficulties. Coloration in photos, especially silver against
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black, can appear different depending on angle, distance, and lighting (among other factors). A
first step in male gorilla coloration research is to establish a method that sufficiently quantifies
differences between individuals, and produces consistent results for the same individual across
photos. We photographed 13 wild male mountain gorillas over the course of two months in
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda, and used three different methods to judge silver coloration.
First, we used color swatches as in-photo references, and an Adobe Photoshop feature to
calibrate and quantify white balance. Second, we used a subjective method to score each
individual’s silver coloration across photos on a scale from 1 – 4. Third, we compared the
contrast of silver to black colors sampled from each photo in Adobe Photoshop. The silver color
(if present) was taken from a swatch of the individual’s back, and the black color from a swatch
of the shoulder (which we assumed would be black for all individuals). We compare the
agreement of these three methods using inter-individual variation and consistency in results
from the same individual across multiple photos.
5. Individual variation in patterns of tool use in wild Ugandan chimpanzees
Natalia Camargo Pena1, Skylar Brodnan1, Margaret A. H. Bryer1, Emily Otali2, Martin N.
Muller2,3, Melissa Emery Thompson2,3, Richard W. Wrangham2,4, Alexandra G. Rosati1,5,
Zarin P. Machanda2,6
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Wild chimpanzees demonstrate diverse tool use behaviors, exhibiting behavioral variation
across populations as well as across individuals in the same population. For example, some
skills may require a period of learning to master and thus be more common amongst adults than
juveniles, and some tool use purposes may be more common in one sex, such as more effort
expended towards extractive foraging in females. Wild Ugandan chimpanzees have previously
been characterized as exhibiting a fairly simple toolkit compared to some other wild
communities, but it is unclear whether they also show similar forms of individual variation within
the population as communities with larger toolkits. We used 14 years of data from the Kibale
Chimpanzee Project to examine sex and age differences in extractive foraging (such as use of
sticks to access food resources or water), tool use during aggression, leaf grooming and object
play. We found that females engage in extractive foraging tool use more than males [LRT: χ2(1)
= 11.77, p < 0.001], and that extractive foraging increases more with age in females [χ2(1) =
22.60, p < 0.0001]. Second, males use tools more often in aggressive contexts than females
[LRT: χ2(1) = 4.04, p < 0.05], and males also showed greater increases with age [χ2(1) = 43.54,
p < 0.0001]. Similarly, males do leaf-grooming more than females [LRT: χ2(1) = 4.5551, p <
0.05], but younger individual leaf-groom more than older ones [LRT: χ2(1) = 4.1528, p < 0.05].
Finally, use of tools in play contexts did not differ by sex [χ2(1) = 0.91, p > 0.30] but juveniles
played more with tools than adults [LRT: χ2(1) = 37.28, p < 0.0001]. Our results indicate that
patterns of tool use in the Kanyawara chimpanzees share several signatures of individual
variation seen in other chimpanzee populations. We discuss these results in terms of how
socioecology may shape sex biases and developmental change in chimpanzee tool-use
behaviors.
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6. Investigation into robust methods for noninvasive detection of Simian
Immunodeficiency Virus.
Tessa H. Cannon1,*, Rajni Kant Shukla2, Christopher Madden3, Amit Sharma 2, W. Scott
McGraw1, Vanessa Hale3
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Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) was originally introduced into human populations through
zoonotic transmission of the simian lentiviruses infecting African primates, collectively referred
to as simian immunodeficiency viruses (SIV). SIV occurs naturally in over 40 primate species in
sub-Saharan Africa and these viruses have crossed species barriers on multiple occasions,
leading to the spread of HIV-1 and HIV-2. Humans continue to be exposed to these RNA viruses
through handling and consumption of primate bushmeat, so it is important to investigate
wild-living nonhuman primate populations to determine approximate SIV prevalence and
understand viral shedding in natural hosts. Here, we seek to identify the most robust
“field-friendly” methods for storing and testing primate fecal samples for SIV (i.e. without
freezing or refrigeration). Fecal samples from a mantled guereza colobus (Colobus guereza)
housed at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium were inoculated with three known concentrations of
inactivated SIV virus and preserved in four different storage buffers. SIV RNA was then
extracted from samples at four time points across 12 weeks to determine the efficacy of each
buffer for detecting SIV virus in primate fecal samples over time. Quantitative
reverse-transcription (RT)-PCR was used for detection and quantification of viral RNA. By
identifying significant differences in SIV detection and quantification between buffers, our results
provide evidence for robust “field-friendly” methods to detect SIV in non-invasive fecal samples.
This work was made possible by an Infectious Diseases Institute Trainee Transformative Grant
awarded to Tessa Cannon and Rajni Kant Shukla at The Ohio State University.
7. Exploring correlates of chest redness in wild male geladas (Theropithecus geladas)
Patricia M. DeLacey1, Thore J. Bergman1,2, Jacinta C. Beehner1,3
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For males of most species, reproduction is a zero-sum game that can lead to intense
competition. However, because actual fighting is energetically costly and exposes both the
winner and loser to injury and infection, rival males can benefit from displaying their strength or
condition using signals. The brilliant red chest patch in geladas (Theropithecus gelada) is
thought to mediate male rival assessment as their large, fluid societies ensure that males
frequently interact with rivals they do not recognize individually. Here we investigate correlates
associated with the red chest patch to better understand the causes of the signal. Using 684
digital photographs collected from 42 gelada males in the Simien Mountains National Park,
Ethiopia from 2006 to 2013, we conducted linear mixed modeling to analyze the effects of
environmental and demographic correlates on gelada chest redness. We found chest redness is
strongly influenced by cumulative rainfall from the past 60 days with a peak in redness during
July and August. Our results demonstrate that chest patch redness fluctuates seasonally, most
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likely with the availability of green grass. We complement this longitudinal data with a
preliminary analysis investigating the relationship between chest redness and fecal testosterone
metabolites for a subset of 28 males. The implication of these results for possible consequences
associated with signal production are discussed.
Funding statement:
National Science Foundation (BCS-2041542, BCS-0715179, BCS-1732231, BCS-1723237,
BCS-2010309, BCS-1723228, IOS-1255974, IOS-1854359), Leakey Foundation (AWD015438);
National Geographic Society (NGS-8100-06, NGS-8989-11, NGS-1242, NGS-50409R-18);
University of Michigan, Arizona State University, Stony Brook University.
8. Comparing Bayesian and frequentist analyses of stress-related enamel defects in
Papio ursinus and Papio anubis
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Linear enamel hypoplasias (LEHs) are grooves on tooth crowns that form in response to
developmental stressors such as malnutrition and disease. We studied LEH in the anterior teeth
of two baboon populations (Papio ursinus N=30; P. anubis N=15) hypothesized to be subjected
to different stress levels. Using macrophotography, we scored LEH severity as mild, moderate,
or severe. We tested for species, sex, and habitat (chacmas found in and outside national
parks) differences in LEH frequency and severity using Bayesian (`BayesFactor` tests and
Poisson-Gamma posterior-derived 95% credible intervals) and frequentist
(Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests and t-distribution based 95% confidence intervals) methods. We
found no significant difference in defect number between species or between chacma baboons
found within or outside national parks. We identified a significant difference in defect severity
between chacma baboons in and outside parks using all methods except the `BayesFactor`
test. We also found an expected significant difference in defect number between sexes in both
species, likely due to longer tooth formation times in males. We hypothesize baboons with
access to anthropogenic foods outside parks are buffered from early life episodes of food stress
that may be more common in a park setting. In three of four tests, compared to t-distribution
based confidence intervals, the Bayesian credible intervals reduced uncertainty by at least 20
percent. Two of these instances involved relatively small sample sizes (N<30). However, the
popular package `BayesFactor` was not necessarily effective when analyzing discrete data. In
addition to highlighting how environmental perturbation impacts LEH defect severity in two
baboon taxa, this study suggests Bayesian approaches can yield more accurate results than
frequentist methods, particularly with small sample sizes.
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9. A new methodological approach for determining Trypanoxyuris pinworm diversity in
howler monkeys
Cheyenne Graham1, Liliana Cortés-Ortiz1
1
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48109, USA
Oxyurid parasites have been considered to have close evolutionary relationships with their
primate hosts. Until recently, only one species of pinworm (Trypanoxyuris minutus) was thought
to infect all species of howler monkeys (genus Alouatta). Based on paired molecular and
morphological analyses of pinworms isolated from faecal samples of three species of howler
monkeys (A. palliata, A. pigra and A. seniculus), five new species of Trypanoxyuris have been
recognized. Although these findings greatly increased our understanding of the diversity of
Trypanoxyuris in Alouatta hosts, the fact that only one or a few individuals were isolated and
sequenced from each sample limits the possibility to understand intra-host pinworm diversity.
Similarly, relying on adult pinworms may obscure potential intra- and inter-host pinworm
diversity, given that some pinworm species may be present at different densities in different
individuals. Finally, the cost of Sanger sequencing previously used, limits the practicality of
sequencing multiple pinworms from the same host. To overcome these limitations, here we
present a new approach using parallel sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform. We designed
primers that amplify 251 bp of the COX1 mitochondrial gene, which holds enough variation to
distinguish among known pinworm species. We PCR amplified this region from genomic DNA
extracted from faecal samples from multiple individuals of the three Alouatta species previously
analysed, and from A. belzebul, a species not previously studied using molecular approaches.
We expect to find host-specific pinworm species in A. belzebul, as well as species-specific and
shared pinworm species across species of howler monkeys. This strategy will allow us to
evaluate intra-individual pinworm diversity, as well as the extent of host-specificity for all known
species of Alouatta pinworms.
10. The ontogeny of ‘twitter’ calls in white-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus): usage,
context, and acoustic structure.
Nicole Guisneuf1*, Thore J. Bergman1,2
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A central puzzle in human origins is that human language relies extensively on learning and
plasticity, but primate vocalizations are largely considered inflexible. However, recent studies
indicate evidence of developmental plasticity in primate vocalisations, most notably in their
context and usage. White-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus) are highly social, with large
brains for their body size, and large vocal repertoires. Their ‘twitter’ calls are used in both
movement and social contexts. There appears to be a difference in usage across age, which
may suggest developmental changes and potential plasticity. We examined twitter vocalisations
in wild white-faced capuchins in the Taboga Forest Reserve in Guanacaste, Costa Rica. We
investigated how twitter usage shifts across the lifespan and whether these changes are
mirrored by changes in acoustic structure. We examined the behavioural context around
twitters, and assessed the acoustic structure, measuring call duration, bandwidth, maximum
frequency, and amplitude. An ANOVA revealed that there was a significant effect of age on the
duration of a twitter, F (2, 153) = 9.98, p < .001. Tukey’s post-hoc tests revealed that infant
twitters (M = 0.31, SD = 0.11) were significantly shorter in duration than adults (M =0.48, SD =
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0.17) at p <.01, and juvenile twitters (M = 0.4, SD = 0.13) were significantly shorter that adult
twitters at p<.001. This may be related to context, as we also found that juvenile twitters
occurred in a social state significantly more often than expected based on time spent being
social (X2 (6, 26) = 85.03, p<.005). If these shifts remain after controlling for changes in body
size, this finding would add to growing evidence of flexibility & learning in primate
communication.
11. Behavioral and physiological responses of zoo-housed white-cheeked gibbons
(Nomascus leucogenys) during acclimation to a new exhibit
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Behavioral observations are a common method for evaluating primate acclimation to changes
in captivity. Additionally, the concomitant measurement of glucocorticoids (GC) and
dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate (DHEAS) has been useful as indicator of stress, thus helping to
examine whether such behavioral changes had an impact on primate’s physiology. The purpose
of this research was to compare perceived stress from behavioral observations to adrenal
response by stress hormone evaluations in a pair of white-cheeked gibbons (Nomascus
leucogenys) during the opening of a new outdoor exhibit. We conducted ~205 h of scan
observations in 2 captive zoo-housed white-cheeked gibbons (1 male, 1 female) over 9 weeks.
Measurements of fecal GC metabolites (GCMs) and DHEAS were determined in 112 samples
by enzyme immunoassay. Weekly means of GCMs, DHEAS, and GCM:DHEAS were compared
to rates of grooming, feeding, hiding, resting, mating, and self-scratching. Our results revealed
behavioral indications of perceived stress during the opening week of the new exhibit, such as
increased rates of self-scratching, aggression, grooming and a decreased rate of mating.
However, these behavioral changes corresponded to an increase in DHEAS, but not an
increase in GCM levels in either gibbon. Our results also showed a spike in GCM levels in the
male and in DHEAS levels in the female, which coincided with a peak in behavioral indicators of
stress (self-scratching and aggression) during week 5 of the observation period. Both behavioral
and physiological measures declined in the subsequent weeks, indicating the event as acute
stress. Our findings show that the integration of GCM and DHEAS measurement with behavioral
observations can provide valuable information to monitor acclimation and welfare of
white-cheeked gibbons to a stress event.
12. Bon appe-teat: breastmilk auto-expression and extended nursing in a zoo-bred
Japanese macaque (Macaca fuscata)
Kathleen A. Hawks 1 and Corinna A. Most 1, 2
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This is a detailed case study of maternal behavior in a zoo-bred Japanese macaque (Macaca
fuscata) mother. While studying the development of mother-infant attachment behavior between
Shoyo (BB) and his multiparous mother Miya (MI), we noticed the unexpected behavior of MI
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expressing and drinking her own breastmilk. "Self-suckling" is a rarely observed behavior in
mammals, though it has been observed in goats (Cabra majorera, Martinez-de la Puenta et al.
2011), in Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus, Majolo & MacFarland 2009), and in
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes, Matsumoto-Oda 1996). In the cases of the Barbary macaques
and the chimpanzee, the instances of self-suckling were associated with the death of an infant.
We observed MI and BB from a month after BB’s birth in May 2020 and continued for the first
two years of his life. Our study is ongoing, since as of August 2022 BB has not been fully
weaned off the nipple. BB’s growing behavioral and nutritional independence, despite his
continued nursing, is evidenced by decreased time in proximity to and in contact with MI and
increased time ingesting adult macaque food as provisioned by the zookeepers. After first
observing that MI was consuming her own breastmilk in March 2022, independent of nursing
bouts with BB, we began measuring instances of this behavior within MI’s activity budget. We
describe this self-suckling behavior within the context of ongoing nursing interactions and a
normal estrus cycle, and speculate whether this behavior is adaptive given her longer inter-birth
interval and whether it is the cause or a consequence of her lack of pregnancy after BB’s birth.
13. Estrogenic activity of commercial primate diets
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Plant based dietary compounds, or phytoestrogens, are known to bind to estrogen receptors α
and β which disrupts normal endocrine function. Diverse species have a diverse range of
susceptibility and physiological impacts from binding of phytoestrogens. Zoo-housed primates
are often fed a soy-based biscuit to supplement their diets. Soy has been shown to be highly
estrogenic in humans and could be binding similarly in non-human primates. To test this, we first
compiled ESR1 and ESR2 sequences for 30 different primate species published on NCBI’s
Genbank database. We assembled Bayesian model trees from these sequences, which we then
tested with PAML based site- and branch-specific models. We noted evidence of positive
selection across the complete transcript for both genes (p<.005). Using the transcript sequences
for western lowland gorilla and slow loris, we then designed and synthesized species-specific,
cell-based heterologous reporter assays to measure the activation potential of 6 different
commercial primate pellets commonly used in zoos. The assays suggest that all commercial
pellets tested could activate estrogen receptors at the same or higher rates than estradiol, an
endogenous estrogen. Estrogenic primate diets could have health and reproductive
consequences, and commercial diet manufacturers should incorporate this into future recipes.
14. Social networks shift following the arrival of new males in a group of white-faced
capuchins (Cebus capucinus)
Alice Hill1*, Thore Bergman1,2
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Personal experience teaches us that social bonds are not always stable. Not only does the
identity of social partners change over time, but positions within larger social networks also shift.
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We see the same kinds of dynamics in primates, but we know less about what factors drive
social shifts. Here we use the simultaneous arrival of multiple adult males (an unusual event) in
a white-faced capuchin (Cebus capucinus) group to better understand how social upheaval
disrupts social networks. Capuchins are a particularly interesting model because they
demonstrate sophisticated social and ecological intelligence, are long-lived, and form complex
webs of stable and temporary relationships. Thus, understanding how events shift sociality in
this species could provide insight into social dynamics in complex social networks. In our
population, we recently witnessed one of the new males displace the alpha male from our focal
group. This takeover event involved significant aggression, including infanticide, and was
followed by a period of instability in dominance relationships. We expect that the arrival of the
new males changed the structure of the group’s social network when comparing the 9 months
before and after the takeover. By using observational behavioral data, we generated social
networks based on grooming, proximity, and aggression and extracted measures of centrality for
each individual. We also compared group-level measures of bond density and clustering for the
networks of different behaviors. We found that females became less connected and central after
the takeover, but some of these changes may be seasonal. By using social networks to
supplement dyadic measures, we hope that our findings will capture the nuanced changes that
occur during periods of instability in group structure and composition.
Funding acknowledgements: NSF-1945121, Tinker Foundation, U-M Center for Latin American
and Caribbean Studies, U-M International Institute
15. The development of selective information-seeking in macaques
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Metacognition is the ability to think about one’s own knowledge state. One way individuals
regulate and control their metacognitive processes is by seeking out information when they lack
knowledge. This ability emerges over human development and is crucial to flexible learning and
updating responses, but its evolutionary origins are unclear. In this current study, we used a
comparative developmental approach to test whether rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta)
understand when information-seeking is necessary as well as whether monkeys show
human-like developmental changes. Monkeys ranging from juvenility to adulthood (n = 80) were
tested in one of two conditions in a one-shot task where they observed an experimenter hiding a
food reward in one of two tubes behind a barrier. In one condition, monkeys received direct
information of where the food reward is and thus information seeking was not necessary to find
the reward. In the other, monkeys did not receive any direct information of the hidden food
reward, but could engage in information-seeking by peering into a central vantage location to
check both tubes. Monkeys searched the correct side location when information-seeking was
not necessary, but correctly approached the center location when it was necessary [χ2 = 52.20,
p < 0.001]. Unlike in humans, younger and older individuals showed similar abilities [χ2 = 0.68, p
= 0.41]. These results show that macaques understand when metacognitive information-seeking
is necessary even early in life.
16. Seasonality in activity budgets and patterns across the 24-hour cycle in two
Malagasy lemurs, and the impact of methodological choices on interspecific
comparisons
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A species’ overall activity pattern is affected by the time it is active in the 24-hour cycle (i.e.
diurnal/nocturnal/cathemeral), its overall activity budget (percentage of time devoted to
particular activities), and the preferential allocation of activities to certain parts of the active
period. Comparisons between species can reveal complex aspects of their adaptive strategies,
including responses to pressures like predation, thermoregulation, digestive constraints and
social pressures – yet comparisons are often hampered by differing methods. We documented
activity over the 24-hour cycle for two lemur species (the frugivorous Eulemur fulvus and the
folivorous Propithecus diadema) across 13 months at Tsinjoarivo, Madagascar, using 5-minute
instantaneous sampling. The activity budgets were dominated by resting (E. fulvus: 73.3%; P.
diadema: 85.2%), followed by feeding (16.9%, 12.4%), traveling (9.03%, 1.74%) and social
activities (0.77%, 0.70%). The lower feeding but higher resting time in P. diadema likely reflects
slower gastrointestinal transit and higher reliance on fermentation to extract energy from fibrous
food. E. fulvus showed a strong lean season shift (higher feeding time, less travel time; “energy
maximizing”) while P. diadema showed a trend in the opposite direction (time minimizing). E.
fulvus was confirmed to be cathemeral: its DN ratio averaged 4.9 (4.9 times more activity in
daylight/twilight than in nighttime). On a methodological note, comparisons between the species
were only possible by extrapolating night-time rest in the dataset for the diurnal P. diadema. This
highlights a flaw in the way primatologists have traditionally calculated time budgets (expressing
time as a percentage of the observed/active time); choices about when to start and stop
sampling each day impact the results. Expressing activity as a percentage of a 24-hour period
would standardize findings and allow meaningful comparisons among species, populations and
seasons.
17. Biological validation of a Fecal Immunoglobulin A (fIgA) immunoassay for zoo-living
black howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya).
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Immunoglobulin A (IgA) is an important indicator of the overall immune state in mammals,
including nonhuman primates (NHP). Commercial kits have successfully quantified IgA from
urine in catarrhine species but not from platyrrhines. Fecal (fIgA) analysis has not been
validated for either taxon. I predicted that due to the adaptive evolution of the IgA hinge region
across primate lineages, structural differences between IgA molecules could prohibit use of
developed IgA kits in platyrrhine species. Accordingly, I conducted a preliminary validation of
fIgA in black howler monkeys (Alouatta caraya) (n=2) at Mesker Park Zoo, Indiana, over a
20-day sampling window. Additionally, I hypothesized that given previously demonstrated IgA
and HPA axis covariance in numerous captive NHPs, daily zoo attendance could act as a proxy
stressor and elicit an immune response. A test plate was run using a four-point serial dilution
and duplication for fecal (n=9) and urine samples (n=4). Using a four-parameter logistic curve fit,
parallelism between experimental and standard curves was confirmed, (CV = 5.15%), validating
the assay for fIgA quantification in howler monkeys. A weak positive correlation between IgA
and daily zoo visitation (male: r= 0.390, p = 0.084; female: r=0.379, p= 0.100). Results
approached significance but do not provide definitive evidence for a causal relationship between
visitation and stress. Future studies should expand experimental design with behavioral and
glucocorticoid metrics to strengthen findings.
18. Potential forms of behavioral thermoregulation used by mountain gorillas in
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda
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As climate change becomes a growing threat to non-human primates around the world,
research on adaptations to environmental stress has become increasingly important. In
particular, understanding the behavioral adaptations that can be used by primates is imperative
to evaluating if they will be able to adapt to changing environmental conditions in the coming
decades, as it is unclear if they have the ability to make more costly physiological or (at the
population level) genetic adjustments. Mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei) living in
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda, live at very high elevations for a primate species, in a habitat
where temperatures can drop as low as 0oC. This pilot research looks at potential behavioral
adjustments used by mountain gorillas in response to both heat and cold stress. Specifically, we
investigate how the gorillas change their activity budgets, postures, and social behavior in
response to changing microclimate conditions experienced throughout the habitats in their home
range. We collected focal follow and scan sample data on the gorillas monitored by the Dian
Fossey Gorilla Fund over a six-week period from July to August 2022. Microclimate data
(temperature, humidity, and wind speed) was collected using a Kestrel Environmental Meter to
determine the environmental conditions the gorillas were directly experiencing. Preliminary
analyses suggest that the gorillas respond to cold stress by huddling with social partners.
Additionally, changing body posture, including exposure of the armpit and groin, may be a way
for the gorillas to increase evaporative heat loss and aid thermoregulatory processes during
times of heat stress.
19. Sex differences in social play mirror differences in adult social strategies among wild
east African chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii)
Isabelle Monroe 1,*, Kris Sabbi 1,2
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Social play may help immature primates prepare for adulthood by providing a platform to
practice skills that are essential to survival and reproduction, including sex-typed social
strategies. For example, as adults, chimpanzee males are both more aggressive than females
and more reliant on same-sex social bonds. Therefore, we predicted that young males would
use more rough play behaviors than females, and they would also be more likely to use play
faces, a cooperative signal that may signal friendly intentions. Here, we analyzed 192
video-recorded dyadic play bouts among the Kanyawara community of wild east African
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) in Kibale National Park, Uganda, that included at
least one chimpanzee under 10 y.o. (n=32 unique individuals). For each bout, we recorded the
sex and age of each player and scored whether or not players used rough behaviors (e.g. biting,
hitting) and playful expressions. When males played with other males, they bit one another
almost twice as often (prop.=0.46, p=0.02) compared to female only bouts (prop.=0.27), and
they also used more play faces (prop.=0.68, p=0.2), but the difference was not significant.
Mixed-sex bouts, however, were the most likely to include hitting (prop.=0.36) compared to
male- (prop. =0.30) or female-only bouts (prop.=0.24). Thus, our findings suggest that while sex
differences in chimpanzee social play do foreshadow adult social patterns in some ways, they
also highlight overlap in the behavior of both sexes.
20. Modeling risk with locomotor behavior in wild chimpanzees
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Studies of the behavior of genus Pan, humans’ closest living relative, can provide new
perspectives on our own evolution. In this study, we investigated locomotor risk behavior
in eastern chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) from the Ngogo communities in
Kibale Forest, Uganda– to ultimately better understand decision making and reward
seeking. We hypothesized that: 1) chimpanzees would be similar to humans, with
subadults engaging in the highest levels of risky behavior and 2) risky behaviors would
be rarer at heights above 10 meters. We filmed chimpanzees in 4K ad libitum during
vertical ascent and descent and coded the videos for identity, age, sex, mode, and
height from ground. We used the occurrence of ‘leap ‘and ‘drop,’ two behavioral modes
that involve sustained free flight, to quantify risk. Using a generalized linear mixed
model, we found that age class had a significant effect on risky behavior; however, the
effect of sex was insignificant. Adolescents and juveniles were significantly more likely
than adults to engage in risky behavior, but there was no difference between infants and
adults. At heights greater than 10 meters from the ground, there was a significant
reduction in risky behavior. These findings support our hypotheses that risky behavior is
highest among subadults and decreases at heights greater than 10 meters. Previous
studies have documented that infants engage in the highest frequency of risky
behaviors, albeit low to the ground in the context of play. Instead, we found that when
height and distance of travel are accounted for, juveniles and adolescents engage in the
most locomotor risk– a finding in line with humans.
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Even at large body sizes, the hominoid arboreal niche necessitates navigation of terminal
branches. Because terminal branches are small, positional behavior is expected to vary with
support size. Previous research has indicated that chimpanzees employ suspensory postures
more frequently on the smallest supports and that arm-hanging occurs more frequently when
chimpanzees are feeding than in any other context. These findings raise the question: what
factors in addition to support size influence the performance of suspensory locomotion? The
purpose of this study was to learn more about the relationship between positional behavior,
support use, and behavioral context in Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii from the Ngogo
community in Kibale Forest, Uganda. Results indicate that suspensory positional behavior is
most common in terminal branch strata, but how often individuals of different ages and
sex engaged in this positional mode varied depending on the behavioral context. For example,
although adult males, with the largest bodies, engaged in more suspensory postures during
feeding than any other age-sex category, the opposite was true for their suspensory locomotion.
Multinomial logistic regression revealed that the type and diameter of support, as well as age,
sex, rank and a combination of their different effects, are significant predictors of positional
behavior, and also predict how chimpanzees distribute themselves within the canopy. These
findings are consistent with previous research indicating that chimpanzees exhibit terminal
branch adaptations in which their positional repertoire on small supports is distinct from that
used on large supports. These adaptations form the basis for a more complex relationship than
has previously been demonstrated, in which factors such as body size, substrates, and age-sex
effects interact to influence how chimpanzees navigate the arboreal realm.
22. Methods of capturing tamarin insect prey (Orthoptera) for nutritional analyses
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Insects are an important part of many primates’ diets, yet few studies have attempted to
examine their nutritional content. To do so, it is important to catch insects in the field
representative of the prey consumed by their primate predators. The diet of saddleback
tamarins (Leontocebus weddelli) includes a large proportion of insects, with most prey
belonging to the order Orthoptera which includes katydids, grasshoppers, and crickets. In
this study, we tested 5 methods for capturing orthopterans over the course of 6 weeks at the
Estación Biológica Tahuamanu in northwestern Bolivia. We set up a moth trap with a UV light
for 22 hours over 10 nights, a sheet trap with a UV or LED flashlight for 5 hours over 5 nights,
a water trap with an LED flashlight for 36 hours over 3 nights, and 11 pit fall traps for 96 hours
over 4 days. Additionally, 2-5 people hand captured insects on night walks for 55 hours over
22 days. We euthanized, weighed, photographed, and numbered each insect we caught. We
then removed the animals’ wings and legs, cut each sample into pieces, and dried them
inside a tent placed in direct sunlight for 2-7 days. In total, we captured 863 orthopterans:
828 by hand, 30 by pit fall trap, 3 by light trap, and 2 by water trap. The total dry weight of the
samples was 237 grams. Our results demonstrate that hand capture is the most effective
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method for capturing orthopterans. We plan to analyze these samples at the NIU Primate
Nutritional Ecology laboratory. We thank the Northern Illinois University Student Engagement
Fund for supporting this project.
23. Plasmodium presence in Central American howler monkeys (Alouatta)
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Habitat fragmentation across South and Central America increases the risk of zoonotic disease
transmission between human populations and our wild primate relatives. Specifically, zoonotic
malaria (caused by Plasmodium sp.) is known to be widely infectious among both humans and
primates in South America, including among howler monkeys (genus Alouatta). In the Americas
alone, zoonotic malaria cases often range between 0.5 and 1 million yearly, while deaths are
typically in the hundreds. Despite Plasmodium’s prevalence, we know little about its presence
among primates throughout the Americas. Here, we present the first evidence of Plasmodium
infections in howler monkeys in Mexico. We identified Plasmodium in blood samples of wild
caught howler monkeys using a bioinformatic pipeline to analyze metagenomic bycatch from
previously generated ddRAD data. Alouatta communities near human settlements may
represent previously overlooked reservoirs of zoonotic Plasmodium. In all, our findings, may
change epidemiological safety recommendations for both humans and Alouatta in southern
Mexico.
24. Testing the dual hormone hypothesis in wild male mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei
beringei)
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The Dual Hormone Hypothesis (DHH), originally developed from studies in humans, proposes
that glucocorticoids block testosterone’s influence on status-seeking behaviors such as
aggression, competition, and risk-taking. Several studies have provided evidence in support of
this hypothesis, but null results, as well as findings suggesting synergistic interactions between
testosterone and glucocorticoids, demonstrate that the boundary conditions and robustness of
the DHH remain underexplored. More research is needed to understand the direction and
mechanism of the effects, and to determine whether the DHH may apply to species other than
humans. Gorillas are a particularly useful comparative primate model in which to test the DHH,
given their strong male intrasexual competition and heavy investment in testosterone-mediated
behaviors and morphological traits. In this study, we analyzed 960 fecal samples of wild male
mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei), collected at the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund’s
Karisoke Research Center in Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda, following relevant behavioral
events (e.g., male-male aggression surrounding mating opportunities). We used enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) to measure fecal glucocorticoid and androgen concentrations
of each sample. If the DHH is supported in mountain gorillas, we expect that testosterone
should be positively associated with status-seeking behaviors, but only when concurrent
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glucocorticoid levels are low. Alternatively, if the DHH is not supported, we expect
non-significant or positive interactions between testosterone and glucocorticoids in predicting
status-striving behaviors.
25. A language sequencing bias is present in the motor planning of a language trained
bonobo (Pan paniscus), but not more typical bonobos
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A longstanding challenge in science concerns the evolution of language as an open, flexible
system, particularly considering the finite and fixed vocal systems characteristic of nonhuman
primates. Insights into how language evolved, specifically word ordering choices, may be found
from studying whether word-ordering biases in language may in fact be domain general.
Consequently, this project explored the presence of an Easy-First sequencing bias (in language,
the tendency of speakers to produce easier or more accessible words or phrases earlier in a
sentence to alleviate cognitive burdens) in the motor planning of six bonobos (Pan paniscus)
living at the Ape Initiative. Bonobos were asked to generate a three-segment sequence on a
touchscreen: an initial centering segment followed by a short and long segment in any order. We
were primarily interested in whether the short or long segment would be completed immediately
following the initial segment. If bonobos adhered to Easy-First in the motor domain, we
surmised they would complete the shorter segment prior to the long segment. We found that
one bonobo, Kanzi, who was reared in a language-enriched environment, was the only
individual to consistently produce Easy-First sequences. Of the remaining five bonobos, four
preferred to produce Easy-Last sequences and placed the long segment before the short
segment, and one showed no preference. While it is unclear if Kanzi’s use of Easy-First is a
direct result of his language training, it is interesting to note that he has demonstrated more
efficient behavior than his conspecifics in other research tasks. Overall, our findings did not
support evolutionary continuity of Easy-First in motor planning, although additional tasks are
required to validate this conclusion.
26. Socioecological correlates of infant survival in wild geladas
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Long term animal research can provide important context to understand how some individuals
are able to reproduce more effectively than others and deepen our understanding of how
evolutionary processes unfold in different social systems. In this study, we examine maternal
attributes (dominance rank and parity), unit attributes (unit size) as well as seasonal variables
(temperature, rainfall) - variables that are known to affect infant survival in other non-human
primates - using 14 years of demography, behavior, and life history data. Next, we examine if
these predictors also influence infant survival immediately following male takeovers (an event
that is known to increase infant mortality in our population). Finally we investigate whether
certain attributes (eg: testosterone and glucocorticoid levels in males) lead to infanticidal
behavior in new dominant males. Geladas are an ideal study system to examine the
socioecological factors underlying infant mortality for several reasons. First, as terrestrial
primates living in a complex multileveled social system, infants in the same social group (the
band) can experience different social environments as members of different units (reproductive
units). Second, geladas primarily rely on a seasonal food resource (green grass), which poses
further energetic stress on lactating females. Third, male takeovers are known to increase infant
mortality, but interestingly, not all males commit infanticide upon takeover. Data analysis for this
research is currently underway. We will build mulitvariate Cox proportional hazards models to
conduct survival analyses and generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) to examine if male
attributes predict infanticide occurence. We hope this study will help us identify key players that
shape infant life history while simultaneously allowing us to understand how different male
strategies may evolve in this population.
27. Effects of transect selection and seasonality on lemur density estimates in
Betampona Strict Natural Reserve, Madagascar
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Madagascar is a global conservation priority due to intense anthropogenic pressures
threatening its diverse, endemic wildlife. Betampona Strict Natural Reserve (2,228 ha) protects
diverse eastern rainforest wildlife, including multiple critically endangered lemur species, which
are missing population estimates throughout the landscape. To provide accurate density
estimates for diurnal, cathemeral, and nocturnal lemurs across both cool-wet (June-July) and
hot-dry (October-December) seasons in both high and low degradation areas, we conducted
repeat, standardized line transect sampling 267 km across the entire reserve. We observed a
total of 10 lemur species and estimated density (D ± SE), while accounting for imperfect
detection, for six lemur species: Indri (Indri indri), black-and-white ruffed lemur (Varecia
variegata), Masoala fork-marked lemur (Phaner furcifer), white-fronted lemur (Eulemur
albifrons), eastern woolly lemur (Avahi laniger), and the Simmons’ mouse lemur (Microcebus
simmonsi). Microcebus simmonsi (156.6 ± 29.16) was the most common species, while the
rarest species was I. indri (0.33 ± 0.12) during the hot-wet season. The greatest difference in
density between the hot-wet (38.39 ± 10.47) and cool-dry (5.94 ± 3.95) seasons comes from A.
laniger, respectively. Lastly, we compared our estimates at Betampona with other protected
areas across Madagascar. We found detections and density estimates to be highest during the
hot-wet season, with no strong preference for high vs. low degradation areas. These findings
provide the first seasonal estimates for lemur populations across Betampona Reserve and the
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first cool-dry season estimates for several species for any location in Madagascar.
Madagascar’s forests are expected to be gone in the next 80 years, and these types of studies
are critical to developing effective management and conservation objectives that will contribute
to the long-term protection of these imperiled, charismatic primates.
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Primate space-use patterns are key determinants of fitness because they regulate access to
resources necessary for survival and reproduction. Therefore, studying these patterns is critical
to inform understanding about primate behaviour, ecology, and conservation. Recent
technological advances in GPS and GIS have allowed field primatologists to increase the quality
and quantity of spatial data they can collect; however, errors inherent to GPS devices, in
addition to the logistical difficulties of continuously tracking wild primate movements, can
compromise data accuracy and affect the scientific conclusions that are drawn. Accordingly,
studies on ranging patterns in mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei) in Volcanoes National
Park, Rwanda, are limited because researchers are permitted to observe groups for only four
hours a day, precluding nest-to-nest follows. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to validate
an accurate method to measure gorilla daily travel distances (DTDs). Six gorilla groups were
observed between June and August 2022, and ranging data was collected via two methods: i)
taking four GPS points that correspond to a group’s nest, noon, found, and left locations and ii)
taking points at continuous 30s intervals while walking along the daily trails created by groups.
The tracks were cleaned to correct GPS device errors, and DTDs were measured using ESRI
ArcGIS. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and paired-samples t-tests were used to assess differences
between DTDs obtained via both methods, and between cleaned and uncleaned tracks. We
found that the trails method provided the most accurate estimate of DTD, as taking just four
GPS points underestimated DTD while uncleaned tracks overestimated DTD. These methods
can be applied to assess how ranging patterns change in response to socio-environmental
conditions.
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